Abstract. -We consider a motivic analogue of the height zeta function for integral points of equivariant partial compactifications of affine spaces. We establish its rationality and determine its largest pole.
A major problem of Diophantine geometry is to understand the distribution of rational or integral points of algebraic varieties defined over number fields. For example, a well-studied question put forward by Manin in [1] is that of an asymptotic expansion for the number of rational/integral points of bounded height. A basic tool is the height zeta function which is a Dirichlet series.
Around 2000, E. Peyre suggested to consider the analogous problem over function fields, which has then an even more geometric flavor since its translates as a problem of enumerative geometry, namely counting algebraic curves of given degree and establishing properties of the corresponding generating series. In view of the developments of motivic integration by Kontsevich, Denef-Loeser [9] , etc., it is natural to look at a more general generating series which not only counts the number of such algebraic curves, but takes into account the space they constitute in a suitable Hilbert scheme.
A natural coefficient ring for the generating series is the Grothendieck ring of varieties KVar k : if k is a field, this ring is generated as a group by the isomorphism classes of k-schemes of finite type, the addition being subject to obvious cut-andpaste relations, and the product is induced by the product of k-varieties. One interest of this generalization is that it also makes sense in a purely geometric context, where no counting is available.
Such a situation has been first studied in a paper by Kapranov in [13] , where the analogy with the mentioned diophantine problem is not pointed out. Later, Bourqui made some progress on the motivic analogue of Manin's problem, see [3] , as well as his survey report [4] .
In this article, we consider the following situation.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let C 0 be a quasiprojective smooth connected curve over k and let C be its smooth projective compactification; we let S " CzC 0 . Let F " kpCq be the function field of C and g be its genus.
Let X be a projective irreducible k-scheme together with a non-constant flat morphism π : X Ñ C. Let G and U be Zariski open subsets of X such that G Ă U Ă X and such that πpUq contains C 0 . Let L be a line bundle on X; we assume that there exists an effective Q-divisor D supported on pXzUq F such that L p´Dq is ample on X F .
We are interested in sections σ : C Ñ X of π with prescribed degree n " deg σ˚L and such that σpC F q Ă G F and σpC 0 q Ă U.
By Lemma 2.2.2, these conditions define a constructible set M U,n (in some kscheme); moreover, the hypothesis on L implies that there exists n 0 P Z such that M U,n is empty for n ď n 0 . Considering the classes rM U,n s of these sets in KVar k , we form the generating Laurent series (1) Z U pT q " ÿ nPZ rM U,n sT n and ask about its properties. In fact, this is not exactly a geometric/motivic analogue of Manin's problem, but rather one for its restriction to integral points.
Precisely, we investigate in this paper the motivic counterpart of the situation studied recently in the paper [6] by Y. Tschinkel and the first named author.
In this paper, we consider the particular case where G F is the additive group G n a,F , U F " G F and X F admits an action of G F which extends the group action of G F over itself. We also assume that the irreducible components of the divisor at infinity BX " XzG are smooth and meet transversally. Finally, we restrict ourselves to the case where the restriction of L to the generic fiber X F is equal to´K X F pBX F q, the loganticanonical line bundle. (As explained at the end of Section 3.1, this line bundle satisfies the previous ampleness assumption. ) Let L be the class of the affine line A 1 k in KVar k and let M k be the localized ring of KVar k with respect to the multiplicative subset S generated by L and the elements L a´1 , for a P N ą0 . An element of KVar k is said to be effective if it can be written as a sum of classes of algebraic varieties; similarly, an element of M k is effective if its product by some element of S is the image of an effective element of KVar k . For example, 1´L´a " L´apL a´1 q is effective for every a ą 0. Let M k tT u : and M k tT u be the subrings of M k rrT ssrT´1s generated by M k rT, T´1s and the inverses of the polynomials 1´L a T b , for b ą a ě 0 and b ě a ě 0 respectively. For b ą a ě 0, 1´L a´b " L a´b pL b´a´1 q is invertible in M k , so that every element P of M k tT u : has a value P pL´1q at T " L´1 which is an element of M k .
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 2. -Assume the two sets of hypotheses stated above in italics.
The Laurent series Z U pT q belongs to M k tT u. More precisely, there exists an integer a ě 1, an element P U pT q P M k tT u : such that P U pL´1q is an effective nonzero element of M k , and a positive integer d such that p1´L a T a q d Z U pT q " P U pT q.
Any k-constructible set M can be written as a finite disjoint union of integral k-varieties; we let dimpMq be the maximal dimension of these varieties and νpMq be the number of such varieties of maximal dimension.
Corollary 3. -For every integer p P t0, . . . , a´1u, one of the following cases occur when n tends to infinity in the congruence class of p modulo a:
1. Either dimpM U,n q " opnq, 2. Or dimpM U,n q´n has a finite limit and logpνpM U,n qq{ logpnq converges to some integer in t0, . . . , d´1u.
Moreover, the second case happens at least for one integer p.
We observe that this condition on congruence classes is unavoidable in general. For example, if L is a multiple L a 0 of a class in PicpX q, then M U,n " H for n ∤ a. In the arithmetic case, the corresponding question consists in establishing the analytic property of the height zeta function (holomorphy for ℜpsq ą 1, meromorphy on a larger half-plane, pole of order d at s " 1) as well as showing that the number of points of height ď B grows as BplogpBqq d´1 . Its proof in [6] relies on the Poisson summation formula for the discrete cocompact subgroup GpF q of the adelic group GpA F q. In the present work, we take advantage of the motivic Poisson formula recently established by E. Hrushovski and D. Kazhdan in [12] to prove new results in the geometric setting.
However, in its present form, this motivic Poisson formula suffers two limitations. Firstly, the functions it takes as input may only depend on finitely many places of the given function field. For this reason, the question we solve in this paper is a geometric analogue of Manin's problem for integral points, rather than for rational points. Secondly, the Poisson formula only applies to vector groups, and this is why our varieties are assumed to be equivariant compactifications of such groups.
The plan of the paper is the following. We begin the paper by an exposition, in a self-contained geometric language, of the motivic Poisson formula of Hrushovski-Kazhdan. We then gather in Section 2 some preliminary results needed for the proof. In particular, we show in Proposition 2.1.3 that Corollary 3 is a consequence from Theorem 2. For eventual reference, we also prove there a general existence theorem for the moduli spaces which we study here, see Proposition 2.2.2. We end this Section by recalling a few notation on Clemens complexes, and on functions on arc spaces with values in M k .
In Section 3, we lay out the foundations for the proof of Theorem 2. Its main goal consists in describing the moduli spaces as adelic subsets of the group G.
The core of the proof of Theorem 2 begins with Section 4. We first apply the motivic Poisson summation formula of Hrushovski and Kazhdan. We show that this formula gives an expression ZpT q as a "sum" (in the sense of motivic integration) over ξ P GpF q of rational functions ZpT, ξq whose denominators are products of factors of the form 1´L a T b for b ě a. The point is that the term corresponding to the parameter ξ " 0 is the one which involves the largest number of such factors with a " b; intuitively, the "order of the pole of ZpT, ξq at T " L´1" is larger for ξ " 0 than for ξ ‰ 0. Admitting these facts, it is therefore a simple matter to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.
The proof of these facts are the subject of Sections 5 and 6. In fact, once rewritten as a motivic integral, the Laurent series ZpT, 0q is a kind of "geometric" motivic Igusa zeta function. Its analysis, using embedded resolution of singularities, would be classical; in fact, our geometric setting is so strong that we even do not need to resolve singularities in this case. For general ξ, however, what we obtain is a sort of "motivic oscillatory integral". Such integrals are studied in a coordinate system in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we establish the three propositions that we had temporarily admitted in Section 4.
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The motivic Poisson formula of Hrushovski-Kazhdan
For the convenience of the reader, we begin this paper with an exposition of Hrushovski-Kazhdan's motivic Poisson summation formula. We follow closely the relevant sections from [12] , but adopt a self-contained geometric language. In the rest of the paper, we will make an essential use of the formalism recalled here.
To motivate the definitions, let us discuss rapidly the dictionary with the Poisson summation formula for the adele groups of global fields. So assume that F is a global field. Let A F be the ring of adeles of F ; it is the restricted product of the completions F v at all places v of F and is endowed with a natural structure of a locally compact abelian group. The field F embeds diagonally in A F and its image is a discrete cocompact subgroup. Fix a Haar measure µ on A F as well as a non-trivial character ψ : A F Ñ C˚. For every Schwartz-Bruhat function ϕ on A n F , its Fourier transform is the function F ϕ on A n F defined by
it is again a Schwartz-Bruhat function. Moreover, the global Haar measure, additive character and Fourier transform can be written as product of similar local objects. Then, one has ÿ
The motivic Poisson summation formula provides an analogue of this formalism, when F is the function field of a curve C over an algebraically closed field. Integrals belong to the Grothendieck ring of varieties, more precisely, to a (suitably localized) variant "with exponentials" of this ring. They are constructed using motivic integration at the "local" level of completions F v ; here F v is identified with the field kpptqq of Laurent series, so that F n v can be considered as an infinite dimensional kvariety, more precisely, an inductive limit of arc spaces t´mkrrtss n » L pA n k q. Motivic Schwartz-Bruhat functions are elements of relative Grothendieck rings. The possibility to define the "sum over F n " of a motivic function follows from the fact that it is non-zero outside of a finite dimensional subvariety of this ind-arc space. The Poisson summation formula then appears as a reformulation of the Riemann-Roch theorem for curves combined with the Serre duality theorem, as formulated in [17] . The Grothendieck group of varieties with exponentials KExpVar k is defined by generators and relations (cf. [8, 12] ). Generators are pairs pX, f q, where X is a k-variety and f : X Ñ A 1 k is a k-morphism. Relations are the following:
pX, f q´pY, f˝uq 
where X is a k-variety and pr 2 is the second projection. We will write rX, f s to denote the class in KExpVar k of a pair pX, f q.
There is a morphism of Abelian groups ι : KVar k Ñ KExpVar k which sends the class of X to the class rX, 0s.
Any pair pX, f q consisting of a constructible set X and of a piecewise morphism g : X Ñ A Proof. -For t P A 1 k pkq, let j t be the map that sends a pair pX, f q to the class of rf´1ptqs. One observes that j 0´j1 defines a morphism of groups j : KExpVar k Ñ KVar k . Indeed, for every t P A 1 k pkq, j t maps the additivity relations in KExpVar k to additivity relations in KVar k . Moreover, j t pYˆA 1 k , pr 2 q " rY s for every k-variety Y , so that jppYˆA 1 k , pr 2" 0. This proves the existence of j; it is obviously a section of ι, hence ι is injective. Lemma 1.1.4. -Let X be a k-variety with a G a -action, let f : X Ñ A 1 k be such that f pt`xq " t`f pxq for every t P G a and every x P X. Then, the class of pX, f q is zero in KExpVar k .
Proof. -By a theorem of Rosenlicht [16] , there exists a G a -stable dense open subset U and a quotient map U Ñ Y which is a G a -torsor. Every such torsor is locally trivial for the Zariski topology, hence, up to shrinking U (and Y accordingly), this G a -torsor is trivial, hence a G a -equivariant isomorphism u :
k be the morphism given by y Þ Ñ f pup0, yqq. For y P Y and t P A 1 k pkq, one has f pupt, yqq " f pt`up0, yqq " t`f pup0, yqq. This shows that the class of pY, f˝uq equals the product of the classes of pA 1 k , Id k q and pY, gq. It is zero in KExpVar k , so that the class of pU, f | U q is zero too. One concludes the proof by Noetherian induction.
1.1.5.
Relative variant. -Let S be a k-variety. There are similar rings KVar S , KExpVar S , M S and ExpM S defined by replacing k-varieties and k-morphisms by S-varieties and S-morphisms in the above definitions, and the affine line A 1 k by the line A 1 S . We write rX, f s S P KExpVar S for the class of a pair pX, f q, where X is an S-variety and f : X Ñ A 1 T is a S-morphism. Any morphism u : S Ñ T of k-varieties induces morphisms u˚and u˚between the corresponding Grothendieck groups. The definitions are similar; let us explain the case of KExpVar.
Let X be an S-variety and let f : X Ñ A 1 S be an S-morphism. Via the morphism u : S Ñ T , we may view X as a T -variety and f as a T -morphism, so that pX, f q gives rise to a class rX, f s T in KExpVar T . This induces a morphism of groups
If u is an immersion, then u˚is a morphism of rings.
In the other direction, there is a unique morphism of rings u˚: KExpVar T Ñ KExpVar S such that u˚prX, f s T q " pXˆS T, f˝pr 1 q for every pair pX, f q consisting of a T -variety X and of a T -morphism f : X Ñ A 1 T . Remark 1.1.6. -Let A " ZrT s and B be the localization of A with respect to the multiplicative subset generated by T and the T n´1 , for n ě 1. The unique ring morphism from A to KVar k which sends T to L endowes KVar k and KExpVar k with structures of A-algebras.
More generally, for every k-variety S, KVar S and KExpVar S are A-algebras, and one has natural isomorphisms
Thanks to this remark, we will often allow ourselves to write formulas or proofs at the level of KExpVar S , when the generalization to ExpM S follows directly by localization.
Functional interpretation of the relative Grothendieck rings. -Elements of
KExpVar S can be thought of as motivic functions with source S. In particular, for ϕ P KExpVar S and a point s P S, considered as a morphism Spec kpsq Ñ S, one writes ϕpsq for the element s˚ϕ of KExpVar kpsq . By Lemma 1.1.8 below, a motivic function is determined by its values.
Let u : S Ñ T be a morphism of k-varieties. The ring morphism u˚: KExpVar T Ñ KExpVar S then corresponds to composition of functions.
If u is an immersion, the morphism of rings u˚: KExpVar S Ñ KExpVar T corresponds in this interpretation to extension by zero. In the general case, we shall see that it corresponds to "summation over rational points" in the fibers of u. Lemma 1.1.8. -Let ϕ P KVar S ( resp. M S , resp. KExpVar S , resp. ExpM S ). If ϕpsq " 0 for every s P S, then ϕ " 0.
As a corollary, Lemmas 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 hold for relative Grothendieck groups.
Proof. -We give the proof for KExpVar S , the other three cases are similar. Let us fix a representative M of ϕ in ZrExpVar S s, the free Abelian group generated by pairs pX, f q, where X is an S-scheme and f : X Ñ A 1 S is an S-morphism. Let s be a generic point of S; since ϕpsq " 0, the object M kpsq is a linear combination of elementary relations. By spreading out the varieties and the morphisms expressing these relations, there exists a dense open subset U of S such that the object M U in ZrExpVar U s is a linear combination of the corresponding elementary relations. One has rM U s " 0, hence rM T s " 0, where T " SzU. By Noetherian descending induction, it follows that rMs " 0, hence ϕ " 0. Observe also that when k is a finite field, one has
Let u : S Ñ T be a morphism of k-varieties. This notation of "summation over rational points" is consistent with the functional interpretation of the morphism u˚: KExpVar S Ñ KExpVar T . Indeed, for every ϕ P KExpVar S and every t P T , one has u˚ϕptq " ÿ sPu´1ptq ϕpsq.
Proof. -By definition, the left hand side is the class of pV, f q in KExpVar k . This equals rV s " L dimpV q if f " 0. Otherwise, let a P V be such that f paq " 1 and let us consider the action of the additive group G a on V given by pt, vq Þ Ñ v`ta. Since f pv`taq " f pvq`t, it follows from Lemma 1.1.4 that rV, f s " 0. , via the formula
For every integer n ě 0, let S pF n ; M, Nq be the ring ExpM A
npM,Nq k
; its elements are called motivic Schwartz-Bruhat function of level pM, Nq on F n . We define the integral of such a function ϕ P S pF n ; M, Nq by the formula
This gives rise to ring morphisms ι˚: S pF n ; M´1, Nq Ñ S pF n ; M, Nq (restriction) and ι˚: S pF n ; M, Nq Ñ S pF n ; M´1, Nq (extension by zero). One has ι˚ι˚" Id. Similarly, the natural injection
which is a trivial fibration with fiber A 1 k . This gives rise to a ring morphism π˚: S pF n ; M, Nq Ñ S pF n ; M, N`1q and to a group morphism π˚: S pF n ; M, N1 q Ñ S pF n ; M, Nq (integration over the fiber). One has π˚π˚pϕq " L n ϕ for every ϕ P S pF n ; M, Nq.
The space of motivic smooth functions on F n is then defined by
while the space of motivic Schwartz-Bruhat functions on F n is defined by
These spaces have a ring structure, but S pF n q has no unit element; the natural injection S pF n q Ă DpF n q is a morphism of rings. We denote by 1 pF˝q n the class in S pF n q of the unit element of S pF n ; 0, 0q. Observe that ι˚commutes with the sum over points, while π˚only commutes up to multiplication by L n . Consequently, the integral of a Schwartz-Bruhat function does not depend on the choice of a level pM, Nq at which it is defined. This gives rise to an additive map S pF
The Fourier kernel. -Let r : F Ñ k a non-zero k-linear map which vanishes on t´aF˝for some integer a. We define the conductor ν of r as the smallest integer a such that r vanishes on t´aF˝.
In the sequel, our main source of such a linear form will be given by residues of differential forms. Assume that F is the completion at a closed point s of a function field in one variable over k, and let res s : Ω F {k Ñ k be the residue map at the closed point s ( [18] , p. 154). Then fix some non-zero meromorphic differential form ω P Ω F {k and set r s : F Ñ k, x Þ Ñ res s pxωq. In this case, the conductor of r is equal to the order of the pole of ω (Theorem 2 of [18] ).
Let x P F , let us write x " ř n x n t n , where x n " 0 for n ă ordpxq. One has rpxq "´a´1 ř n"ordpxq x n rpt n q. Consequently, restricted to the subset of F consisting of elements x such that ordpxq ď M, r can be interpreted as a linear morphism 
More generally, we write xx, yy " ř n j"1 x j y j for the self-pairing of F n and define the Fourier transform of a Schwartz-Bruhat function ϕ P S pF n ; M, Nq by
Recall that ep¨q is a short-hand notation for ψprp¨qq.
Let us make the definition explicit, assuming that n " 1, ϕ is of the form rU, f s, where pU, uq is a A pM,N q k
, where the structural morphism Uˆu
is given by the projection to the third factor. For this to make sense, we only need to take M 1 ě ν´N and N 1 ě ν´M. Proof. -For simplicity of notation, we assume that n " 1. We may assume that ϕ is represented by rU, f s as above. To compute F F ϕ, we may set pM 1 , N 1 q " pν´N, ν´Mq and pM 2 , N 2 q " pM, Nq, so that F F ϕ is represented by
The contribution of the part where x`z ‰ 0 is zero, because of Lemma 1.1.4. The part where x`z " 0 is equal to
where U is viewed as an A pM 2 ,N 2 q k -variety via the morphism´u. This proves the theorem.
1.2.10.
-This theory is extended in a straightforward way to products of local fields. Let pF s q sPS be a finite family of fields as above, fields of fractions of complete discrete valuation rings Fs , with local parameters t s and residue fields k s . Assume that for each s, k s is a finite extension of k. In practice, one will start from the function field F of a (projective, smooth, geometrically connected) k-curve C, S will be a set of closed points of C, and for every s P S, the field F s will be the completion of F at the point s.
For Fourier inversion still holds, with the same proof:
F F ϕpxq " L´ř rks:ksνs ϕp´xq.
Global Fourier Transforms
1.3.1. -Let C be a projective, geometrically connected, smooth curve over k, and let F " kpCq be its field of functions. We fix a non-zero meromorphic differential form ω P Ω 1 F {k . One can interpret the field F " kpCq as the k-points of an ind-k-variety. The simplest way to do so consists maybe in considering the family of all Riemann-Roch spaces L pDq " H 0 pC, OpDqq, indexed by effective divisors D on C. Concretely, L pDq is the set of non-zero rational functions f on C such that divpf q`D ě 0, together with the 0 function. It is a finite dimensional k-vector space and we view it as a k-variety. The natural inclusions from L pDq to L pD 1 q, where D and D 1 are effective divisors such that D 1´D is effective, give this family the structure of an inductive system, the limit of which is interpreted as kpCq.
1.3.2.
Global Schwartz-Bruhat functions. -For every closed point s P C, write ord s for the corresponding normalized valuation on F , F s for the its completion, and Fs for the valuation ring of F s ; we also fix a local parameter t s at s.
The adele ring A F of F is the subring of ś sPC F s consisting of families px s q such that x s P Fs for all but finitely many s. (By abuse of notation, the condition "s P C" means that s belongs to the set of closed points of C.)
In the classical arithmetic setting, the ring A F has a locally compact totally disconnected topology, and the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on A n F is the ring of real valued locally constant with compact support on A n F . We now describe its geometric analogue S pA n F q. Let S and S 1 be finite sets of closed points of C such that S Ă S 1 . There is a natural morphism of rings:
It is important to observe that the global motivic Schwartz-Bruhat functions on A n F induce the characteristic function of pFs q n at all but finitely many closed points s P C. This is a notable difference with the arithmetic setting.
In the classical arithmetic case, simple functions are characteristic functions of a ball, or of products of balls. Let us describe their analogues in the motivic setting. Let S be a finite subset of closed points of C, let a " pa s q sPS P ś sPS F s , let pM s , N s q sPS be a family of pairs of integers such that ordpa s q ě M s for every s P S. ϕpxq " rL pDqˆW X, f˝pr 2 s.
1.3.6.
Reminders on residues and duality for curves. -We need to recall a few results concerning residues, duality and the Riemann-Roch theorem on smooth curves. We fix a non-zero meromorphic differential form ω P Ω F {k . Let ν s be the order of the zero, or minus the order of the pole, of ω at s, and let ν be the divisor ř ν s rss on C. One has degpνq " 2g´2, where g is the genus of C.
For every closed point s P C, we define a map r s : F s Ñ k by r s pxq " res C,s pxωq, where res C,s : Ω F {k Ñ k is Tate's residue ( [18] ) on the curve C at s; since the field k is perfect, it is non-zero and its conductor is equal to ν s . This follows Theorem 2 of [18] if s is a rational point of the curve C; in the general case, one checks that
where we indicated the curve as in index.
Let D be a divisor on C. Let L pDq be the set of rational functions y P Fˆsuch that divpyq`D ě 0 to which we adjoin 0; this is a finite dimensional k-vector space.
Let ΩpDq be the set of meromorphic forms α P Ω F {k such that divpαq ě D (together with α " 0). The map y Þ Ñ yω from F to Ω
We embed F diagonally in A F . For every divisor D, let A F pDq be the subspace of R consisting of families px s q such that divpx s q`ord s pDq ě 0 for every closed point s P C. There is an isomorphism of k-vector spaces (see [17] , Chapitre II, §5, proposition 3; see also [18] , p. 157)
According to Serre's duality theorem ( [17] , Chapitre II, §8, théorème 2; see also [18] , Theorem 5), the morphism for every x P F . 
Global Fourier transformation. -Observe that if

Theorem 1.3.8 (Fourier inversion formula). -For every
Proof. -When ϕ is a simple function, this is nothing but the Fourier inversion formula 1.2.9. The general case follows from Lemma 1.3.3.
Theorem 1.3.9 (Motivic Poisson formula). -Let
Proof. -For simplicity of notation, we assume that n " 1. By Lemma 1.3.3, we may also assume that ϕ is a simple function b sPS ϕ s , where for each s P S, ϕ s is the characteristic function of the ball of center a s P F s and radius N s . Then, for every s P S, F ϕ s is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F s and 
Moreover, the Riemann-Roch formula asserts that
Consequently,
Let us now compute the left hand side of the Poisson formula. In the case where
there exists a P F such that ord s pa´a s q ě N s for all s. Then,
In the other case, there does not exist any a P kpCq such that ord s pa´a s q ě N s for all s. Then, ϕpxq " 0 for all x P F and ř xPF ϕpxq " 0. In both cases, this concludes the proof of the motivic Poisson formula. 
as expected. For every x, y P M k , one has dimpx`yq ď maxpdimpxq, dimpyqq and dimpxyq ď dimpxq`dimpyq; moreover, dimpxL n q " dimpxq`n for every n P Z. Assume that k is algebraically closed. For every k-variety X, let H p c pXq denote its pth singular cohomology group with compact support and Q-coefficients (if k " C), or its pth étale cohomology group with proper support and Q ℓ -coefficients (for some fixed prime number ℓ distinct from the characteristic of k). There is a unique ring morphism d from KVar k to the polynomial ring Zrts such that for every variety X, dprXsq is the Poincaré polynomial of X. Its definition relies on the weight filtration on the cohomology groups with compact support of X. If k has characteristic zero (which will be the case below), the morphism d is characterized by its values on projective smooth varieties: for every such X, one has
This implies that for every variety X, the leading term of dprXsq is given by νpXqt 2 dimpXq , where νpXq is the number of irreducible components of X of dimension dimpXq.
One has dpLq " dprP 1 sq´1 " t 2 ; for every a ě 1,
a q is invertible in the ring Zrrt´1ssrts, with inverse ÿ mě1 t´2 ma .
Consequently, the morphism d extends uniquely to a ring morphism from M k to the ring Zrrt´1ssrts. For every element x P M k , one has dimpxq ě 1 2 degpdpxqq. 
Since the leading coefficient of P i is a unit, P i is not a zero divisor in ArT s. Observe that the last equality is a decomposition into partial fractions
in the total ring of fractions of ArT s.
Proof. -First assume that r " 1. In this case, the desired assertion follows from considering the Euclidean divisions by P 1 of the polynomial P , of its quotient, etc.
where Q 1 , . . . , Q r P ArT s and R 1 , . . . , R r are polynomials of degrees ď degpP 1 q´1. Now assume r ě 2. Let i, j be distinct integers in t1, . . . , ru. By the assumption and basic properties of the resultant, there exist polynomials U, V P ArT s such that 1 " UP i`V P j . Consequently, the ideals pP i q and pP j q generate the unit ideal of ArT s. By induction on n 1 , . . . , n r , it follows that the ideals p
By the case r " 1 applied to the polynomials U i pT qP pT q and P 1 pT q, we obtain the desired decomposition.
Uniqueness is left to the reader.
In Moreover, the second case happens at least once.
Proof. -Without lack of generality, we assume that ZpT q is a power series. Set a 1 " b 1 " a and d 1 " d. By assumption, there exist a finite family pa i , b i q 2ďiďr of integers such that 1 ď a i ă b i for all i ě 2, and integers d i such that
is a polynomial in M k rT s. Using the fact that 1´L m T n divides 1´L mp T np for every positive integer p, we may assume that no two pairs pa i , b i q and pa j , b j q are proportional.
For every i P t1, . . . , ru, set P i pT q " 1´L a i T b i ; its leading coefficient is invertible in M k . Moreover, for i and j such that 1 ď i ă j ď r, it follows from Lemma 2.1.2 that the resultant of P i and P j is a unit in M k . Thus, by decomposition in partial fractions (Lemma 2.1.1), there exist polynomials Q 0 , . . . , Q r P M k rT s such that
and degpQ i,j q ď b i´1 for every i P t1, . . . , ru.
n"0 q i,j,n T n , for some elements q i,j,n P M k . This leads to the following power expansion in M k rrT ss:
so that for every n ą degpQ 0 q, one has
For every i, j, define
It follows directly from the definitions that for every i ě 1 and every n ě 1, dimprM n s i q ď pa i {b i qn`Op1q. Since a i ď b i for all i, this implies dimprM n sq ď n`Op1q. We will now show that when n belongs to appropriate congruence classes modulo a, one has the equality dimprM n s 1 q " n`Op1q. Since a i ă b i for i ě 2 and a 1 " b 1 " a, this will imply the relations dimprM n sq " n`Op1q and νprM n sq " νprM n s 1 q (for n large enough in this congruence class). Let n be any integer ą degpQ 0 q, let n " am`n be the Euclidean division of n by a. It follows from the definition of rM n s 1 that
It follows from Equation (2.1.4) that
Since P pL´1q is effective and non-zero, its Poincaré polynomial dpP pL´1qq is non-zero. Consequently, there must exist an integer p P t0, . . . , a´1u such that for n large enough and congruent to p modulo a. In particular, dimprM n sq " n`Op1q and logpνprM n sqq logpnq
This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Existence of the moduli spaces
In this Section, we prove a general proposition that asserts existence of moduli schemes of sections of bounded height in a general context.
Let k be a field, let C be a projective smooth k-curve; let η be its generic point and let F " kpCq be the function field of C. Let C 0 be a non-empty Zariski open subset of C.
Let X be a projective k-variety together with a surjective flat morphism π : X Ñ C. Let G be a Zariski open subset of X F , assumed to be affine. let U be a Zariski open subset of X such that G Ă U F and πpUq Ą C 0 .
Let pD α q αPA be a finite family of Cartier divisors on X such that, for each α, the restriction of D α to X F is effective and X F zG " Ť |D α | F . For each α, we also let L α " OpD α q. Finally, we assume that there exists a linear combination with positive coefficients L " ř λ α L α , as well as a Cartier divisor D on X such that D F is effective, supported by pXzGq F and such that L p´Dq is ample.
Remark 2.2.1. -Let L be a line bundle on X and let f P ΓpX F , L q be a nonzero global section. Let us show that there exists an integer m such that for every section σ : C Ñ X of π such that σpηq R divpf q, then degpσ˚L q ě´m.
There exists an effective Cartier divisor E on C such that f extends to a global section of L b π˚pEq. Indeed, viewing f as a meromorphic section of L on X, let us decompose its divisor as the sum H`V of its horizontal (i.e., faithfully flat over C) and vertical (mapping to a point) irreducible components. By construction, the components of H are the Zariski closures of the components of the divisor of f , viewed as a section of L on X F ; consequently, H is effective by hypothesis. Still by definition, V is a linear combination of irreducible components of closed fibers. Consequently, there exists an effective divisor E on C such that V ě´π˚E; then f extends to a global section of L b π˚pEq.
In particular, for every section σ : C Ñ X of π such that σpηq R divpf q, then degpσ˚L q ě´degpσ˚π˚Eq "´degpEq.
Proposition 2.2.2. -For every n in Z
A , there is a quasi-projective k-scheme M G,n parametrizing sections σ : C Ñ X of π satisfying the following properties:
-under σ, the generic point η of C is mapped to a point of G;
In that scheme, the sections σ such that σpC 0 q Ă U constitute a constructible set M U,n . Moreover, there exists n 0 P Z such that M U,n is empty if n α ă n 0 for some α P A .
Proof. -As a standard consequence of the existence of Hilbert schemes, there exists a k-scheme M X,n which parametrizes sections σ : C Ñ X such that deg C σ˚L α " n α for each α. Indeed, the functor of morphisms σ : C Ñ X is represented by the open subscheme of the Hilbert scheme Hilb X which parametrizes the closed subschemes of X which are mapped isomorphically by π. By conservation of number, each of the condition deg C σ˚L α " n α is open and closed in the Hilbert scheme.
The condition that the generic point of C is mapped to a point of G means that σpCq Ć |XzG|, while the condition σpCq Ă |XzG| defines an closed subscheme of M X,n . Let M G,n be its complement. By construction, this scheme represents the given functor, and we have to prove that it is quasi-projective.
First of all, since the restriction to X F of the divisor D α is effective and disjoint from G, there exists an integer m such that degpσ˚L α q ě´m for every n and every section σ in M G,n .
Let M be an ample Q-line bundle on X of the form L p´Dq, where D is an effective Q-divisor such that D F is disjoint from G. For every σ P M G,n , one has deg σ˚pM`OpDqq " deg σ˚M`deg σ˚OpDq. It remains to prove that the condition "σpC 0 q Ă U" defines a constructible subset of M G,n . Indeed, let T be a scheme and let σ : CˆT Ñ X be a morphism. Let V " σ´1pUq and let Z be the complement of V X pC 0ˆT q in C 0ˆT ; this is a closed subset of C 0ˆT . The set of points t P T such that σpC 0ˆt tuq Ć U is equal to the projection in T of Z, so is constructible, as claimed. 
Clemens complexes. -Let
X be an algebraic variety over a field K and let D be an effective divisor with strict normal crossings on X. In other words, X is smooth and D is the union of its irreducible components which are themselves smooth and meet transversally. The Clemens complex ClpX, Dq of pX, Dq is the simplicial complex whose points are irreducible components of D, edges are intersections of two distinct irreducible components, etc. By the normal crossing assumption, all of these schemes are smooth. Thus, the dimension of the Clemens complex is the maximal number of irreducible components of D whose intersection is non-empty, minus 1. For every integer d, we also write Cl d pX, Dq for the setpX, Dq " ClpX L , D L q and Cl an K pX, Dq " Cl an pX L , D L q.
Motivic residual functions on arc spaces
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, with fraction field K and residue field k; in our applications below, the field k is algebraically closed of characteristic 0. In particular, there exists an element t P R inducing an isomorphism R » krrtss.
Let X be a flat R-scheme of finite type, equidimensional of relative dimension n. For every integer m ě 0, we write L m pX q or X pmq for the mth Greenberg space of X , see §2.3 of [14] for the precise general definition. Let us simply recall that X pmq is an algebraic variety over k of dimension pm`1qn, and that in the particular case R " krrtss, it represents the functor ℓ Þ Ñ X pℓrrtss{pt m`1on the category of k-algebras. There are natural affine morphisms p m`1 m : X pm`1q Ñ X pmq; consequently, the projective limit L pX q " lim Ð Ým L m pX q exists as a k-scheme. Let p : L pX q Ñ L m pX q be the canonical projection. When R " krrtss, L m pX q is the space of m-jets of X , and L pX q is the arc space on X .
The paper [7] introduces a general definition of constructible motivic functions on arc spaces. In this paper, we shall only consider the following more restrictive class: We define a motivic residual function h on L pX q to be an element of the inductive limit of all relative Grothendieck groups M X pmq . Recall that M X pmq is a localization of the Grothendieck ring KVar X pmq ; a motivic residual function comes from to the latter ring if it is given by a variety H Ñ X pmq; in addition to the cut-and-paste relations at the heart of the definition of the Grothendieck groups, we identify the diagrams H Ñ X pmq and HˆX pmq X pm`1q Ñ X pm`1q. The fiber product structure of varieties gives rise to a ring structure on the set of motivic residual functions on L pX q.
An example of such a motivic residual function is the characteristic function of a constructible subset W of L pXq: such a W is of the form p´1 m pW m q for a constructible subset W m of L m pX q and 1 W is given by the obvious diagram W m Ñ X pmq. Let A be an algebraic variety over k, and let a be its class in M k ; then the motivic residual function a1 W is the diagram AˆW m Ñ X pmq, the map being the second projection composed by the inclusion of W m into X pmq. Motivic residual functions on L pA n q are examples of Schwartz-Bruhat motivic functions in K n with support in R n (see §1.2.3).
Setup and notation
3.1. Algebraic geometry. -Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, let C 0 be a smooth quasi-projective connected curve over k, let C be its smooth projective compactification and let S " CzC 0 . Let F " kpCq " kpCq be the function field of C; let η C be its generic point. Let G be the group scheme G n a and let X be a smooth projective equivariant compactification of G F . In other words, X is a smooth projective F -scheme containing G F as a dense open subset, and the group law G FˆGF Ñ G F extends as a group action G FˆX Ñ X. The boundary XzG F of G F in X is a divisor. In this paper, we make the hypothesis that this divisor has strict normal crossings. More precisely, we assume that its irreducible components are geometrically irreducible, smooth and meet transversally, so that for every p, the intersection of any p of those components is either empty or smooth of dimension n´p. This is a slightly stronger assumption that the one done in the arithmetic case [6] , where we only made this hypothesis after base change to F . The general case can be treated in a similar way, by constructing appropriate weak Néron models; we leave it to the interested reader.
We write pD α q αPA for the family of irreducible components of XzG F . They form a basis of the group PicpXq, and a basis of the monoid Λ eff pXq of effective divisors in PicpXq. We will freely identify line bundles on X with divisors whose support is contained in the boundary, and with their classes in the Picard group.
Up to multiplication by a scalar, there is a unique G F -invariant meromorphic differential form ω X on X; its restriction to G F is proportional to the form dx 1^¨¨¨d x n . Its divisor, or its class, is the canonical class K X of X. The divisor´divpω X q can be written as ř ρ α D α for some integers ρ α ě 2 (see [11] , Theorem 2.7). In particular, the anticanonical class K´1 X is effective.
The log-canonical class of the pair pX, BXq in PicpXq is the class of K We also recall that H i pX, O X q " 0 for every integer i ą 0.
Models and heights. -
A model of X over C is a projective flat scheme π : X Ñ C whose generic fiber is equal to X. If, moreover, the sum of the nonsmooth fibers of X and the closures D α of the divisors D α is a divisor with strict normal crossings on X , then we will say that X is a good model. One defines analogously good models of X over C 0 , or even over local rings whose field of fractions contains kpCq. Canonical embedded resolution of singularities in characteristic zero implies that good models exist.
We choose a good model π : X Ñ C of X over C. For every point v P Cpkq, we write B v for the set of irreducible components of π´1pvq; for β P B v , let E β be the corresponding component and µ β be its multiplicty in the special fibre of X at v. Let B be the disjoint union of all B v , for v P Cpkq. Let B 1 be the subset of B consisting of those β for which the multiplicity µ β equals 1; let
The complement X 1 in X of the union of the components E β , for β P BzB 1 and of the intersections of distinct vertical components, is a smooth scheme over C.
Lemma 3.2.1. -The C-scheme X 1 is a weak Néron model of X.
Proof. -This follows from the fact that the C-scheme X 1 is the smooth locus of the proper map π : X Ñ C, and that X is regular. See [2] for details, especially p. 61.
For every α P A , we assume given a divisor L α on X which extends D α . There exists a family of integers pe α,β q, all but finitely many of them being equal to 0, indexed by α P A and β P B such that
We also define integers ρ β , for β P B, by the formula
where ω X is viewed as a meromorphic section of the rank-one sheaf K X {C . Since π is proper and C is a smooth curve, the map σ Þ Ñ σpη C q is a bijection between the set of sections σ : C Ñ X of π and the set of rational points XpF q of X. For every line bundle L on X and every section σ : C Ñ X , the degree deg C σ˚L is the geometric analogue of the height of the corresponding rational point.
Local descriptions. -Let v P Cpkq.
We write F v for the completion of F " kpCq at v. If t is a local parameter of C at v, then F v » kpptqq.
For every point g P GpF v q, one can attach local intersection degrees pg, D α q v , for α P A , defined as follows. The map g : Spec F v Ñ G F extends to a morphism g : Spec p O C,v Ñ G F and we can consider the pull-backg˚D α of D α underg as an effective Cartier divisor on Spec p O C,v . We define pg, D α q v P N by the formulã g˚D α " pg, D α q v rvs. For β P B v , we define an integer pg, E β q v P t0, 1u similarly, considering the pull-back of E β byg.
Observe also that ř βPBv µ β pg, E β q v " 1. In particular, for every g P GpF v q, there is exactly one index β P B v for which pg, E β q v " 1 and one has µ β " 1.
Lemma 3.3.1. -Let g P GpF q and let σ : C Ñ X be the corresponding section. For every α P A , one has
Proof. -Since g P GpF q, the Cartier divisor σ˚D α on C is well-defined and represents the inverse image by σ of the line bundle O X pD α q. The given formula asserts that its degree is the sum of its multiplicities at all closed points of C.
For m P N A , we define the subspace Gpmq v (also denoted Gpmq if no confusion can arise concerning the point v) of GpF v q as the set of all points g such that pg, D α q v " m α for all α P A . For m P N A and β P B v , the subspace Gpm, βq of Gpmq v consists of points g such that pg, 
Gpm, βq (disjoint unions).
Proof. -Since G is affine, pXzGq F is the support of an ample line bundle. We thus see that the valuations of the coordinates of the points of Gpm, βq are bounded from below. Since D α (resp. E β ) is effective, the condition pg, D α q v ě n α (resp. the condition pg, E β q v ě 1) defines a locally closed subset. Taking differences, one gets that the sets Gpmq v and Gpm, βq are bounded and definable. Then, the last assertion is obvious. Proof. -By assumption, X F is a smooth equivariant compactification of the Fgroup scheme G F . Consequently, there exists a dense Zariski open subset C 1 of C such that X C 1 is a smooth equivariant compactification of the C 1 -group scheme G C 1 , more precisely, such that the following properties hold:
-The morphism X C 1 Ñ C 1 is proper and smooth, with geometrically integral fibers; -The action G FˆX Ñ X of G F on X extends to an action m : G C 1ˆX C 1 Ñ X C 1 ; -The image of the section σ 0 P X pC 1 q extending the point 0 P GpF q is disjoint from all D α ; -The morphism g Þ Ñ mpg, σ 0 q is an isomorphism from
is the union of the divisors D α,C 1 . This open set C 1 satisfies the requirements of the Lemma. In the remaining of the proof, we fix v P Cpkq. Fix α P A and let f α be the canonical global section of O X pD α q. We need to prove that there exists an integer r v such that pg˚σpCq, D α q v " pσpCq, D α q v and pg˚σpCq, E β q v " pσpCq, E β q v , for every g P Gpm rv v q, every α P A and every β P B v . Since G F fixes D α on the generic fiber, the line bundles m˚O X pD α q and pr2 O X pD α q are isomorphic on G FˆXF and u " m˚f α { pr2 α is a rational function on G FˆX . The domain of definition of u contains G FˆXK . Since X is proper over C, there exists a closed subset Z of G C disjoint from G F such that u is defined on pr´1 2 pZq. Moreover, up0, xq " 1 on X It is now clear that if vpg i q ą m for i P t1, . . . , nu, then vpupxqq " 1 for every integral point of Spec A i . Since every rational point of X extends to an integral point of some Spec A i , we obtain the desired conclusion for D α . Now fix β P B v . Since E β is vertical, E β b C F " H and E β is fixed by G F on the generic fiber. Then, the proof is identical to the one for D α . 
Integral points
Proof. -Since U is an open subset of X , it is clear that U po v q is definable in GpF v q and that it equals G n a po v q for almost all v P C 0 pkq. Let us prove its boundedness. We view the n coordinate functions on G F " G n a,F as rational functions f 1 , . . . , f n on U , regular over its generic fiber U F " G F . Up to resolving the indeterminacies of the f i (which replaces U by some other scheme U 1 but does not change the sets U po v qq, we view the f i as regular morphisms from U to P 1 C , such that fi pt8uq X U F " H.
Cover U by finitely many affine open subsets Spec A j . There exists an integer r such that ̟ r v f i P A j for all i and j. For every point g P U po v q, there exists j such that the morphism g : Spec o v Ñ U restricts to a morphism Spec o v Ñ Spec A j , because o v is a local ring. Then, ord v pf i pgqq ě´r, so that U po v q is bounded in GpF v q.
The last assertion follows from the fact that the equality U F " G F extends to an isomorphism over a dense open subset of C 0 .
3.5.
Height zeta functions. -Let pλ α q be a family of positive integers and let L be the line bundle ř αPA λ α L α on X . Let U be a flat model of G F over the affine curve C 0 " CzS. For every integer n P Z, let M n be the moduli space of sections σ : C Ñ X such that σpη C q P GpF q, σpC 0 q Ă U and deg C pσ˚L q " n. By Proposition 2.2.2, this moduli space exists as a quasi-projective k-scheme, and is empty for n ! 0. The geometric analogue of Manin's height zeta function is the formal Laurent series in one variable T with coefficients in M k given by (3.5.1)
As was already the case in number theory, it is convenient to separate the roles of the various divisors D α and to introduce a multivariable height zeta function. So, for every n " pn α q P Z A , let M n be the moduli space of sections σ : C Ñ X such that σpη C q P GpF q, σpC 0 q Ă U and deg C pσ˚L α q " n α for every α P A . Again by Proposition 2.2.2, this moduli space exists as a quasi-projective k-scheme M n ; moreover, there exists an integer m such that M n " H if n α ă´m for some α P A . One then defines the generating series
By definition of L , we have
In the sequel, we assume that U is an open subset of X , complement of the union of the divisors D α , and of the vertical components E β , for β in the finite subset B 0 of B. By Lemma 3.4.1, this does not restrict the generality.
Adelic descriptions. -For every subset W of
GpA F q whose characteristic function is an adelic motivic Schwartz-Bruhat function, the intersection GpF q X W is represented by a constructible set rW s over k. Our goal now is to describe a family of adelic sets Gppm, βqq which will allow us to recover the constructible sets M n .
Let m " pm v q v P N A , and β " pβ v q P B v be families, both indexed by v P Cpkq. For each v P C 0 , we say that pm v , β v q is v-integral if m α,v " 0 and β v P B 0 . We say that pm, βq is integral if pm v , β v q is v´integral for every v P C 0 .
For each family pm, βq, define a set We shall prove our main theorem in the next section by applying the motivic Poisson summation formula (Theorem 1.3.9) to each term rGppm, βqqs, assuming the analysis of the local Fourier transforms of the sets Gpm v , β v q in GpF v q. This local analysis is postponed to Section 6 and will use computations of "motivic oscillatory integrals" which are the topic of Section 5.
Proof of the theorem
Application of the motivic Poisson summation formula
Let W be any subset of GpA F q whose characteristic function 1 W is an adelic Schwartz-Bruhat function. The motivic Fourier transform of 1 W , denoted F p1 W ,¨q is also a Schwartz-Bruhat function on the "dual" group GpA F q. Using HrushovskiKazhdan's suggestive notation of "sum over F -rational points", the motivic Poisson summation formula (Theorem 1.3.9) is the equality With this notation, the height zeta function (3.5.2) can be rewritten as
ZpT, ξq.
In this formula, "summation over F -rational points" of a Laurent series has to be understood termwise.
Restriction of the summation domain
The following lemma shows that the coefficients of the Laurent series ZpT, ξq given by Equation (4.1.2) are "uniformly" adelic Schwartz-Bruhat functions. q. For every v P Cpkq, set s v "´r v`av ; one has s v " 0 for all but finitely many points v P Cpkq. By the theorem of Riemann-Roch, the space E of points ξ P GpF q such that ξ v P Gpm sv v q for all v is a finite dimensional k-vector space. This proves the first part of the Lemma.
Moreover, for every pm, βq and every v P C 0 pkq such that m v " 0, B is a singleton, the subset Gpm v , β v q of GpF v q identifies with Gpo v q; if, moreover, a v " 0, then the characteristic function of Gpo v q is self-dual. Up to enlarging the set Σ, this implies the second assertion. This suggests to introduce, for every place v P Σ, a Laurent series whose coefficients are motivic Schwartz-Bruhat functions on GpF v q by
Local results
In all this Section, we fix a point v P Σ and state the properties of the Laurent series Z v pT,¨q. They will be proved in Section 6. 
modulo the ideal generated by the polynomials 1´L ρα´1 T α , for α P A. 
a T a q d belongs to ExpM k rT, T´1s and satisfies
This result is a motivic analogue of Proposition 4.6 of [5] . In that paper, some formalism of "residue measures" was introduced, which is useful for describing the kind of integrals that appear in the right hand side. Observe indeed that this is a sum of motivic integrals on arc spaces L pD A q attached to the faces of dimension d of the analytic Clemens complex of pX, Dq. T´1s and finite families pa v,i,j q, pb v,i,j q where a v,i,j P N, b v,i,j P N A , such that for ξ P apU v,i q,
Moreover, assuming that λ " ρ 1 " pρ α´1 q, there exist integers a v,i ě 1 and
For a moment, we take these three propositions for granted and complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Conclusion: Proof of Theorem 2
Recall from Equation (4.1.3) that our goal is to evaluate the sum, for all ξ P GpF q, of the Laurent series ZpT, ξq. Applying Lemma 4.2.1, we have
Moreover, for v R Σ and ξ P apEpkqq, Z v pT, ξq is the characteristic function of Gpo v q. For ξ " 0, with the notation of Proposition 4.3.2, one has
In particular,
where the polynomial P A P M k rT s is defined by
Consequently, Z λ pT, 0q is both a rational function, and an element of M k tT u; moreover,
The right hand side of the preceding formula is a polynomial in T with coefficients in ExpM k ; when one sets T " L´1, only the terms remain for which CardpA v q " d v for every v, and one gets
It then follows from Propositions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 that this is an effective element of M k , which is nonzero if U po v q is non-empty for every v P C 0 , and X pF v q is non-empty for every v P CzC 0 . In this case, one can say that Z λ pT, 0q has a pole of order exactly d at T " L´1.
For ξ ‰ 0, Proposition 4.3.4 implies a similar rationality for the Laurent series ZpT, ξq, and for its specializations. By uniformity, the same holds when one takes the sum over F -rational points, so that the height zeta function ZpTq is a rational function which belongs to ExpM k tT u.
Since L belongs to M k and the natural map from M k to ExpM k is injective (Lemma 1.1.3), the same rationality result holds when ZpTq is viewed as a Laurent series with coefficients in M k . In particular, the specialization Z λ pT q is a rational function too.
For every ξ ‰ 0, the specialization Z λ pT, ξq " ZppT ρα´1 q, ξq is a rational function, and an element of ExpM k tT u. Moreover, Prop. 4.3.4 asserts that the order of its pole at T " L´1 is strictly smaller than d. Taking for the integer a any common multiple of the ρ α´1 and of the integers a v,i appearing in the statement of Proposition 4.3.4, and summing over rational points ξ P GpF q, we obtain that
and its value at T " L´1 is given by the right hand side of Equation (4.4.1), multiplied by L p1´gqn . This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
Motivic oscillatory integrals
In this section, we consider a field k of characteristic zero and let K be the local field kpptqq. We write ord for the valuation of K, normalized by ordptq " 1 and R for the valuation ring of K. The angular component map ac : K Ñ k is the unique multiplicative map which is trivial on 1`krrtss, on t, and maps constants a P k to themselves. We also fix a real number q ą 1 and set |x| " q´o rdpxq .
With the notation of Section 1, let r : K Ñ k be the linear map, given by rp1q " 1 for n " 0 and rpt n q " 0 otherwise, so that rpaq " res 0 pa dt{tq. Set ep¨q " ψprp¨qq; it is an analogue of a non-trivial character of R{m.
Decay of motivic integrals
Lemma 5.1.1. -Let d be a positive integer and let ξ P K be such that |ξ| " 1. Then, for every a P K and every n P N such that ordpaq`n ď 0 ă ordpaq`2n, one has ż
Proof. -We follow the arguments of Lemma 2.3.1 in [6] . One can write ż
For u P R, all terms starting from the third one in the binomial expansion
Since ordpat n q " a`n ď 0, Proposition 1.2.8 implies that ż R epdξat n uq du " 0, and the lemma follows.
For m P Z, let C m be the annulus defined by ordpxq " m, and set, for d P Z ą0 and a P K˚, 
Assertion (2) follows at once. Let us prove (3). Since Ipm, d, aq " L´mIp0, d, at md q we only need to prove that Ip0, d, aq " 0 for ordpaq ă 0. Let n "´ordpaq; since ordpaq ă 0, ordpaq`2n " ordpaq ą 0, hence by Lemma 5.1.1, ş
x`t n R epay d qdy " 0 for every x P K such that ordpxq " 0. Then observe that
The statement then follows from Lemma 5.1.1. (4) It suffices to prove that Ip0, d, aq " pL´1q{L for ordpaq ě 0, and this follows from the fact that, in this case, rpax d q " 0 for every x P R.
Motivic Igusa integrals with exponentials-the regular case
Let X be a flat R-scheme of finite type, equidimensional of relative dimension n, let D be a relative divisor on X . We assume that X is smooth, everywhere of relative dimension n, and that D has strict normal crossings. Let also X " X k and D " D k be their special fibers. Let A be the set of irreducible components of D; for α P A , let D α be the corresponding irreducible component, and let D α be its special fiber. For every (constructible, say) subset W of X, let L pX ; W q be the constructible subset of L pX q parametrizing arcs x P X pRq such that x 0 P W . Proof. -This is a standard result in the theory of motivic zeta functions. We may assume that D α " for α R A, and that there exist regular functions u α (for α P A) on X such that divpu α q " D α . By definition of a divisor with strict normal crossings, the morphism u " pu α q : X Ñ pA 1 q A is then smooth. Hence we may assume that there exists regular functions v β (for β P B) in X such that the morphism pu, vq " ppu α q; pv βfrom X to pA 1 q Aˆp A 1 q B is étale. Both of these assumptions are only valid up to replacing X by a Zariski dense open subset containing any given point of the special fibre. Since we only seek for a definable isomorphism, they do not restrict the generality.
It then follows from the definition of an étale morphism that the induced morphism L pX ; DAq Ñ DAˆL pA 1 ; 0q AˆL pA 1 q B is an isomorphism. It preserves the motivic measure by construction of latter. Moreover, denoting the standard coordinates on L pA 1 ; 0q by x α , for α P A, this isomorphism maps the definable function ord Dα to the function ordpx α q.
Let h be a motivic residual function on L pX q. Let f be a meromorphic function on X which is regular on the generic fiber X K .
For a family T " pT α q αPA of indeterminates, define the motivic Igusa integral with exponentials
hpxq epf pxqq dx, a power series in T with coefficients in ExpM k . For every m P N A , let W pmq be the definable subset of L pX q defined by the conditions ordpx α q " m α for α P A . With this notation, one has
This power series is an analogue of the classical motivic Igusa zeta integrals which would correspond to the case f " 0. More generally, for every subset A Ă A , let B , where B is some set of cardinality n´CardpAq, with coordinates x α (for α P A), y β (for β P B) under which ord Dα pxq " ordpx α q for α P A, and ord Dα pxq " 0 for α R A. In the sequel, we identify a point x P L pX; DAq with a triple pξ, x, yq, where ξ P DA, x P L pA 1 , 0q A and y P L pA 1 , 0q B . When A runs among Cl an pX, Dq, the subsets L pX ; DAq form a partition of L pXq into constructible subsets and we decompose the motivic integral defining ZpX, hepf q; T q as the sum of motivic integrals over each of them.
Fix an integer a and a regular function g on X such that f " t a g. On L pX ; DAq, we can expand the function g as a power series
where g p,q P OpDAqrrtss. Then
In particular, we see that rpt a g A px, yqq " rpt a g A p0, yqq if a`min αPA ordpx α q ą 0. Let µ be a positive integer such that µ ą´a and such that the Schwartz-Bruhat function h factors through L m pX q.
If one has m α ě µ for every α P A, it then follows that ż
In general, let 
It follows from this computation that the power series Q A pT q defined by
is a polynomial, which establishes the first assertion of the proposition. Moreover, if we compute Q A pT q modulo the ideal generated by the polynomials 1´L´1T α for α P A, only the term corresponding to A 1 " H and A 2 " A survives in the sum. In this case, W 
For every A P Cl an max pX, Dq, we set
Then we have
ZpX , hepf q; T q " ÿ APCl an max pX,Dq
Moreover, modulo the ideal generated by the polynomials 1´L´1T α (for α P A), P A pT q is congruent to Q A pT q, which is itself congruent to
This proves the proposition since DA " D A for A P Cl an max pX, Dq.
Motivic Igusa integrals with exponentials-the general case
We consider a similar framework as in the preceding section. Let X be a flat R-scheme of finite type, equidimensional of relative dimension n, let D be a relative divisor on X . We assume that X is smooth, everywhere of relative dimension n, and that D has strict normal crossings. Let also X " X k and D " D k be their special fibers. Let A be the set of irreducible components of D; for α P A , let D α be the corresponding irreducible component, and let D α be its special fiber. For
one defines D A and DA in a similar way. Finally, for every m P N A , we write W pmq for the definable subset of L pX q consisting of arcs x such that ord Dα pxq " m α for every α P A .
Let f be a meromorphic function on X . In the previous section, we assumed that f was regular on X K ; here, we only assume that on X K , the polar divisor div 8 pf q of f is contained in the union Ť αPA D α,K . Let pd α q αPA be nonnegative integers such that on X K ,
Let also h be a motivic residual function on L pX q. In general, let A Ă A , let A 0 " tα P A ; d α " 0u and let A 1 " AzA 0 . Assume that A 1 ‰ H and let α P A 1 . Since f K extends to a regular map to P 1 K , the divisors of zeroes and of poles of f K do not meet. Necessarily, 1{f K is regular on L pX ; DAq and there exists a function u A on L pX ; DAq such that ordpu A q is bounded and such that, in the previous notation,
Therefore, the integral over the subset defined by ordpx α q " m α vanishes as soon as m α is large enough. A variant of the proof of Proposition 5.2.4 then shows that the power series Q A pT q defined by
As in the proof of Corollary 5.2.6, the proposition follows by choosing, for every subset A Ă A some maximal subset A 1 P Cl an pX, Dq 0 such that A 0 Ă A 1 and regrouping the terms according to the chosen subset. Proof. -Let π : Y Ñ X be a proper birational morphism such that the rational map π˚f extends to a regular morphism from Y K to P 1 K and such that the horizontal part of π˚D is a relative divisor with strict normal crossings. For every α P A , we write D 1 α for the strict transform of D α ; let pE β q βPB be the family of horizontal exceptional divisors.
Let α P A . There exists a family pm α,β q βPB of nonnegative integers such that
Consequently, there exists a bounded constructible function u α on L pY q such that
Let also pν β q βPB be the family of positive integers such that
This implies that there exists a bounded constructible function v on L pY q such that
Then, using the change of variables formula (Theorem 13.2.2 in [7] ), we find
where, for every β P B, we have set
Let us introduce a family pS β q βPB of indeterminates. For every constructible function w on L pY q and every rational function g on Y K , let us also define, analogously to Equation (5.3.2), a generating series
wpyqepgpyqq dy.
For every p P Z
A , let W p be the constructible subset of L pY q on which the family pu α q equals p. These subsets form a finite partition of L pY q and one has 
Local Fourier transforms
Fix a place v P Cpkq. To simplify the notation, we may write K » kpptqq for F v " kpCq v and R » krrtss for the ring of integers of F v . In this Section, we study the Laurent series (4.2.2) given by
We first replace the motivic Haar integral with respect to dg by a motivic integral with respect to the motivic measure on the arc space L pX q. Then, we split the motivic integral according to the natural stratification of the special fibre and apply the change of variables formula (Theorem 13.2.2 in [7] ).
Since the place v is fixed, we will remove the index v from the notation.
The Haar integral as a motivic measure
View the invariant top-differential form dg on G F as a meromorphic topdifferential form ω X on X . Since X is proper over C, one has X pkrrtssq " XpKq. This provides an order function ord ω : XpKq Ñ Z Y t8u, which takes finite values on GpKq. Proof. -Let us begin with a remark. Let Z be a projective K-scheme, let ω be a meromorphic differential form on Z, let f be a motivic function on Z. Given a weak Néron model Z over R which allows to describe f , one defines the integral ş ZpKq f |ω| of the motivic function f with respect to ω by the formula ż
where dz is the motivic measure on the arc space L pZ q. The change of variables formula (Theorem 13.2.2 in [7] ) shows that this integral is independent on the choice of Z . Let us show how this remark implies our lemma. Let P " P n " Proj Rrx 0 , . . . , x n s be the natural compactification of G R " A n " Spec Rrx 1 , . . . , x n s, let P " P K . Let ω be the differential form dx 1^¨¨¨^d x n on G R ; we will write ω P or ω X according to ω being viewed as a meromorphic differential form on P or on X . Since X is regular, one has ż
However, this integral can be computed starting from the model P, and one has ż
XpKq
Φpxq |ω X | "
Φppq |ω P | .
Since divpω P q " pn`1q divpx 0 q, ord ω P pxq " pn`1q minp0, ordpx 1 q, . . . , ordpx nfor every px 1 , . . . , x n q P K n . Consequently, by the very definition of the motivic integral on GpKq, this last integral equals ş
GpKq
Φpgq dg. It suffices to show this equality for characteristic functions of basic sets of GpKq. Let pm 1 , . . . , m n q be a family of integers and let Ω be the set of points in K n such that ordpx i q " m i for every i P t1, . . . , nu. Set m 0 " 0, let m " minpm 0 , . . . , m n q, and let j P t0, . . . , nu be such that m " m j . We view Ω in the affine chart tx j " 1u of P and identify it with ś 0ďiďn i‰j t m i´m Rˆ. Therefore, its dp-measure equals
On the other hand, Ω is also viewed as the set
ż Ω L´o rdωppq dp.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
6.2. Partitions of unity. -Let B 1 be the subset of B v consisting of those β for which the multiplicity µ β equals 1. Let X 1 be the complement in X of the union of the components E β , for β P B v zB 1 , and of the intersections of distinct vertical components. As we know from Lemma 3.2.1, this is a weak Néron model of X over SpecpRq. For every subset A Ă A and every β P B 1 , let ∆pA, βq be the locally closed subset of the special fibre X v corresponding to pointsx which belong to the horizontal divisors D α , for α P A, and to no other, as well as to the vertical divisor E β , but no other. Let ΩpA, βq be its preimage in L pX q by the specialization morphism L pX q Ñ X v .
For a point x P GpF q, the integrality condition "x P U po F q" holds if and only if there exists β P B 0 such that x P ΩpH, βq.
Let L pA 1 q » Spec kra 0 , a 1 , . . . s be the arc space of the affine line, and let L pA 1 , 0q be its closed subspace consisting of arcs based at the origin. By Lemma 5.2.1, there is a definable isomorphism which preserves the motivic measure from ΩpA, βq to the product of L pA 1 Let v be a place in C 0 . In this case, ZpT, ξq is given by Lemma 6.2.6, taking for motivic function h the characteristic function of the set U poq within GpF q. In other words, one has h " 0 on ΩpA, βq if A ‰ H or β R B 0 , and h " 1 otherwise. Consequently, ZpT, ξq " ÿ We see in particular that it is a polynomial. Assume that ξ " 0. Then, the factor epxx, ξyq equals 1, so that
ZpT, 0q " ÿ In particular,
This is an effective element of M k , non-zero unless U poq " H. This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.3.1. Let A 0 be a subset of A such that ∆pA 0 , βq ‰ H for some β, chosen to be maximal. In Equation (6.4.1), we can collect the terms corresponding to subsets A contained in such a set A 0 . The corresponding subseries of ZpT, 0q is then given by
Trivial character (places in
Consequently, there exists a Laurent polynomial P A 0 pTq such that
From this expression, we also see that modulo the ideal generated by the polynomials 1´L ρα´1 T α , for α P A , only the terms corresponding to A " A 0 remain, so that we have Let v be a point in CzC 0 . In this Section, we establish the behavior of the Fourier transform Z v pT, ξq for non-zero ξ P GpF q. In particular, we want to show that Z λ pT, ξq is rational and that its poles are strictly contained in those given by ξ " 0.
By Corollary 5.3.8, we already know that for each ξ, ZpT, ξq is rational, with poles given by products of polynomials of the form 1´L n T m for some n P N and m P N A . But we need to show that these poles are smaller than those of ZpT, 0q. Moreover, to perform the summation over F -rational points, we need to prove this uniformly on ξ.
The following analysis thus refines the proof of Corollary 5.3.8. It is very close to the one of [6] , except for the replacement of p-adic oscillatory integrals by the motivic integrals of Section 5.3.
Lemma 4.2.1 provides an integral variety E over k, as well as an F -morphism a : E F Ñ G, such that the Fourier transform vanishes outside of apEpkqq. Consequently, we only need to study Z v pT, aq as a Laurent series whose coefficients are motivic functions on E.
Any point a P GpF q gives rise to a linear form f a " xa,¨y on G F , hence to a rational function on X, or even on X . More generally, let P be a reduced k-scheme of finite type and let ξ : P F Ñ G be a F -morphism. By construction, the morphism ξ composed with the duality x¨,¨y on G induces a regular map f ξ on GˆF P F , hence a rational map on XˆF P F . We view f ξ as a family of regular functions on G, resp. as a family of rational functions on X , both indexed by P and study the variation, for p P P , of the divisors divpf ξppq q. Proof. -See Lemma 3.4.1 of [6] .
We apply the preceding lemma to Ezt0u and fix such a stratum, which we call P . Now, for ξ P P , ZpT, ξq can be studied as a Fourier transform on GpF q, but where the equivariant compactification X has been replaced by an equivariant compactification Y which dominates X via a sequence of blow-ups along smooth G-invariant centers. Blowing-up the Zariski closure of the first center in the model X , and going on similarly along the given sequence, provides a model Y 1 of Y which again dominates X . We then resolve its singularities (which are located in the special fiber) to obtain a good model Y together with a proper birational map to X .
For ξ P P , by the change of variable formula (Theorem 13.2.2 in [7] ), both ZpT, 0q and ZpT, ξq can be computed as motivic integrals on L pY q. Since the rational function f ξ pgq extends to a regular morphism from Y to P Performing the same analysis of the Jacobian divisor and of the poles of linear forms along the boundary of equivariant compactifications of G that is done in Section 3.4 of [6] , we are now able to conclude the proof of Proposition 4.3.4.
